MORRIS LLOYD MINE.

UNDERGROUND
MORRIS MINE

DIAMOND DRILLING

Hole No. 41, which is being drilled vertically at a point approximately 560 feet south of the footwall and which at the close of last year was 651 feet deep, has been drilled to a total depth of 1,513 feet without encountering any ore. It is proposed to drill this hole to the footwall. At present the hole has been stopped and the men used elsewhere.

During the year holes No. 42, 43, 44, 45, 46 and 47 have been drilled at the west end of the 6th level, Morris Mine, all of them except Nos. 42 and 44 show some ore.

It is proposed to drill another hole vertically at a point 140 feet east of the breast of the main level.

LLOYD MINE

SECOND LEVEL

A small amount of Silica ore remaining on this level was taken out during the past year and the only work now underway on this elevation is the handling of mine timber and tools to the workings between this and the 3rd level.

THIRD LEVEL

Slicing and caving has been underway above this elevation all the year. The ground is fully developed, dry, and working conditions ideal, and a good product is being secured.

We have had several falls of ground in this territory as the formation stands on end and becomes heavy.